Dual carb vw

Vacuum Lines -- Dual-Vacuum Distributors. Dave wrote to Rob regarding the vacuum lines on a
dual vacuum distributor - I've never understood completely which vacuum line went where. I
think I've got the vacuum lines hooked up backwards! Let me make sure I have this straight:.
The MAIN vacuum line attaches to the port on the vacuum chamber at the rear actually mine
comes out of the side pointing toward the fuel pump, but that's okay and goes to the vacuum
port on the left side of the carby under the stepped cam. This is the line that is metal and has
the dipsy-doodle fuel condensation trip in it. The RETARD vacuum line attaches to the port on
the front front bottom of the vacuum chamber and goes to the port on the rear of the carburetor,
just to the right of the throttle return spring. Retard Line. Rob responded - Yes -- take the cap off
the distributor and suck on each of the lines in turn. You should see the points plate move in
opposite directions. The retard line will only retard a little of course, compared to the main
vacuum's advance. Rob responded - First see if the hole in the carburetor is clear -- put the
vacuum line back on it and blow from the distributor end to see it you get air through. The
retard line only works when it's working at idle anyway, so it's less critical than the working
advance line. The main vacuum line gets quite a lot of vacuum with the engine running, and may
cope with a small leak, but I think the retard vacuum probably operates at a lower pressure
difference engine idling anyway , so would be more susceptible. You can check for a leaky
diaphragm by sucking on the main vacuum line, then block the line with your tongue and see if
the points plate stays put. If it slowly moves back then you have a leak. If you do end having to
replace the vacuum chamber, they are pricey here they cost more than a whole distributor , and
on the single vacuum units like mine anyway you have to check for a number on the vacuum
operating arm inside the dizzy the pushrod. This identifies the exact vacuum chamber for that
distributor there are several versions at least for the single vacuum units. Advance Line. Rob
wrote regarding the vacuum advance - Try this Now blip the throttle open and let it go so the
revs don't change much but the load does. If the vacuum line is operating at all you should see
the advance change momentarily then return to whatever it was. If the advance vacuum line is
not working, the advance should stay reasonably steady -- only changing with the revs. This
distributor is supposed to provide the best of both worlds for the VW if you can get it working
right. Overall Operation. Dave wrote - We went out and conducted the test you suggested this
evening. Here are the results:. Sucking on the main advance line alone products no movement
in the points plate however, the spark DOES advance with increasing RPMs, as we have shown
with the timing light. Sucking on both lines advance first, then retard and holding suction on
both produces no discernible effect. Rob - You have said that the retard line DOES work that's
the front line - nearest to the distributor body. So since the engine is off when you do it, then
contrary to John's reply, it HAS to be retarding from neutral. And there is only a tiny amount of
suction in the advance line at idle, so how is the retard line supposed to be "only working to
reduce the main advance". That doesn't make sense to me. Sure the two vacuums work against
each other as you open the throttle - the retard vacuum drops away because it works at the
edge of the throttle plate which is now moving away opening , and at the same time the airflow
through the main carburetor venturi is increasing which increases the main vacuum, so the
retard drops out and the main vacuum pulls in some advance. Dave wrote - So it is my
understanding that the retard line works to pull in retard first, then the main vacuum takes over
as you open the throttle. Rob - On my vacuum-only distributor, the plate moves
counterclockwise to produce advance the vacuum arm pulls outwards. The retard line pushes
the arm inwards and rotates the plate clockwise same direction as the rotor moves. Try running
the engine at rpm and check the timing. If it's less than 30 degrees, disconnect both vacuum
lines at the carburetor and plug them, then adjust the timing for 30 degrees at rpm this means
you are setting it using just the centrifugal advance , then reconnect both vacuum lines. Now
drop the engine speed back to idle and look at the timing again. Is it 5 degrees ATDC or
thereabouts? If so, the retard vacuum line is working OK. And if it is working, as you gently
open the throttle with the timing light still on, the timing should change rapidly from 5 degrees
ATDC to some positive figure as the retard line stops working. I say degrees because I don't
know exactly what the "neutral" plate position is on these dizzies. This is just a test set-up, and I
haven't tried it myself as I don't have the same distributor, but it might help determine which vac
line is actually working and which isn't. You'd need to re-time the engine properly after doing
this test 5ATDC at idle with vacuum line properly connected. Dave asked, regarding disconnect
of the vacuum hose s during timing - The manuals don't clarify which end of the hose is to be
disconnected from the distributor and plugged -- the point is to keep the carburetor from
sucking air. Stop the advance plate from moving so you can set the timing at 7. Plugging the
distributor end of the vacuum line is irrelevant at this point -- it's inoperative anyway. Prevent
the carburetor from sucking air through the vacuum line so it idles evenly while making the idle
adjustment. So you pull the vacuum line off and plug the carby end. The carburetor creates the

vacuum, the distributor uses it. It doesn't matter how the carburetor's plugged on the carburetor
or the other end of the vacuum line so long as it's the carburetor which is plugged, not the
distributor. Dave wrote - The book is not specific -- it just says "plug the line". And so I did -- on
the wrong end! Rob responded - A nice laugh. I suspect it will work just a little better than the
vacuum-only unit I have at present. It will be interesting to find out if any difference is
noticeable. With the SVDA-type distributor, the vacuum is only providing about 8 degrees of the
advance and the centrifgual part the other 30 degrees or so. I have been told that I need to metal
vacuum tubing because excess gas may get into the vacuum hose, causing it to deteriorate.
Should I use metal or stick with the rubber tubing? Dave passed the question along to John
Connolly Aircooled. Net , as follows -. It seems common with SVDA distributors to use a metal
vacuum line up to the carburetor and to put a U-bend in the line. Can you educate me -. The
reasoning given above is correct -- the vacuum line is metal because rubber will deteriorate in
this application because of gas getting into the vacuum line. There is a U-bend in the line to
make sure the vacuum diaphragm only sees vacuum. Design by Erin. Let me make sure I have
this straight: The MAIN vacuum line attaches to the port on the vacuum chamber at the rear
actually mine comes out of the side pointing toward the fuel pump, but that's okay and goes to
the vacuum port on the left side of the carby under the stepped cam. Someone asked - If the
retard vacuum line is malfunctioning, what is the fix? Here are the results: Sucking on the main
advance line alone products no movement in the points plate however, the spark DOES advance
with increasing RPMs, as we have shown with the timing light. Sucking on the retard line alone
moves the plate clockwise. Another test to check it all out - Try running the engine at rpm and
check the timing. Rob responded - Precisely. The aim is two fold - Stop the advance plate from
moving so you can set the timing at 7. Net , as follows - It seems common with SVDA
distributors to use a metal vacuum line up to the carburetor and to put a U-bend in the line. Can
you educate me - Why is the line metal? What's the purpose of the U-bend? John responded The reasoning given above is correct -- the vacuum line is metal because rubber will deteriorate
in this application because of gas getting into the vacuum line. From to , Volkswagen used six
different Solex carburetors. These center-mount, single-barreled carburetors were undersized
compared to carbs from other automakers, so they restricted gas mileage and performance on
VWs during those years. If your classic Volkswagen is underpowered and sluggish, a good
replacement carburetor will give it a new lease on life. Made in Brazil, it has an accelerator pump
linkage that rubs against the alternator, so you have to grind down the alternator casing to get
this carb to fit. Pierburg's linkage easily clears your alternator and the carb has the right port for
a vacuum advance distributor. The company has also earned a reputation for high-quality
casting and machining. As good as these carbs are, they don't have the best throttle shaft
bushings. Pierburg bushings are made of soft aluminum, so they can wear out in fewer than
three years. If you replace them with ones made out of brass you'll get a better service life. The
Weber IDF is the hot rod of this bunch and it's made for to cc, dual port engines. According to
the January edition of "Dune Buggies and Hot VWs" magazine, it's also "unquestionably the
most popular line of performance carburetors used on VW's venerable boxer engine. Since the
main, idle, air correction and accelerator pump jets are interchangeable, as are as the emulsion
tubes and venturis, these carbs can be fine tuned to your engine. The website Aircooled. A few
of them are the IDF's compatibility with many engines, engine compartments and air filter
assemblies, its nearly flood-proof float design, a vacuum advance port, four progression holes
for smooth light-accelerator response and its excellent parts availability. His freelance efforts
also include a book. The LowBugget Kadron dual carb kits for type 1 or type 4 combos. The
LowBugget Kadron carb kit has been proven to be the most reliable and cost effective way to
add power to your dual port cc and larger combos. Or upgrade to the LowBugget linkage. Each
kit is preset in-house for your engine combo. Only Lowbugget. Don't let the other guys guess
on your time! Each kit will receive complete jet and set for your combo and a lot more! This
includes: sizing of the idle jet, main jet, air jet, discharge tube, progressive ports, mixture ports,
24 hour submerged float testing for leaks, pressure testing idle and main circuits, pressure
testing needle and seat, centering throttle body butterfly's, adjusting the ac cell pumps and float
level, re-surface manifolds. Last is reassembling with all the tricks that we have learned over the
years. No one comes close in the amount research and development with Kadron carbs. We
include this in every carb kit. Want more info on what we do to our carbs? Click here. Type 1
Kadron Kits from LowBugget. Jet and set up for your combo. More info about what we do to our
carb kits Click Here. If a different shop can do the work faster then they must be cutting corners
to save time. If a different shop can do the same work for less money they must be giving you
less work. If a different shop can do the work faster then they must be cutting corners.
Aircooled Volkswagen enthusiasts have quite a few carburetor options. Performance increases
that can be gained by going with aftermarket carburetion are a common consideration, but

without a little guidance, you can end up with nightmares associated with poor carburetor
selection or poor tuning. In the aircooled VW hobby world, it is easy to get confused by the
volume of available, and often times conflicting information. There are a number of aspects to
consider when upgrading your fuel system and selecting the best set of VW carburetors for
your engine and driving needs. VW engines are notoriously under carbureted by nature of the
original design. A stock VW carburetor is proportionally small in relation to VW engine size
when compared to most if not all other car makes. This is one reason why dual carbs provide
better mileage than centermounted carb kits including stock assuming they are driven similarly.
Jetting for Centermount v. Dual Carburetor Systems. This is because of fuel condensation
issues. The gasoline has a hard time staying as a vapor on the long run to the cylinders in a
centermount set-up. You must take into account that carburetor jetting requirements differ
slightly for dual and single applications when dialing in your set-up. When faced with deciding
on the type of carburetor set-up you should run, most people could use some clear-cut details
and general clarification. Choices include:. STOCK: As you might expect, a stock carburetor will
make your vehicle perform as it did when new, assuming that the rest of your engine is also up
to the task or in almost new condition. Wear commonly results in a vacuum leak at the throttle
shaft bushing air sucks in around the worn bushing. Stock carburetors are still available new
from many vendors, and the installation of a new carburetor on a well-maintained engine can
transform your bucking vehicle into a smooth operator. But, they are still appropriate for
stock-type use. Quality control for replacements is not as good as that which was on the
original Solex carbs, so you take your chances and should expect a lemon to pop up now and
again. Make sure you deal with a vendor who will stand behind their products in case you get
one of the lemonsâ€¦. A mechanical secondary carburetor opens in relation to throttle position.
The Progressive set-up uses a small primary barrel, allowing for excellent drivability and
mileage. These also offer a larger secondary barrel for more power when you open the throttle.
These carburetor kits can take a lot of time â€” up to 8 hours â€” to dial in for your particular
car. This is partly because they are supplied from the factory with generic jetting often not
suited for the VW engine, and also partly because the jets can be difficult to access. Most are
also available with an electric choke, making it easier to start and drive when the engine is cold
and when air temperatures are colder. Most stock carburetors came with electric chokes, and
they definitely made life easier for the driver of a vehicle with a centermount set-up. The
Progressive set-up is an excellent combination of performance, drivability, and economy. The
main downfall of this system is the time it takes to get it set up properly. The Non-Progressive
carburetor set-up tends to sacrifice drivability and economy in favor of performance. You may
hear about the Holley BugSpray carburetor periodically. ALL centermount applications require
intake manifold heat to perform properly in cool weather. Be careful when buying your carb kit,
since many kits have inadequate manifold heating, or none at all! Proper manifold heat will
make or break your set-up when it comes to functionality and drivability. Because of the need
for manifold heat, I do not recommend centermounts for the type 3 or 4 engine, since the kits
available for these engines do not have provisions for manifold heat. For the type 3 or 4 engine,
I recommend dual carbs more info to follow. Also, the exhaust system you have on your engine
will affect manifold heat. Many headers do not have the proper intake pre-heater flanges
required to accomplish adequate intake manifold pre-heating. Even headers that do have the
pre-heater flanges must be manually drilled through to make them functional. There are a
couple reasons. The first is simplicity. Dual carbs require more complex linkage, and when you
are talking about off-road use, this is just more parts to break or give you problems. In addition
to this, dual carbs are mounted on the outside of the car, where they are vulnerable to getting
hit with debris. Therefore, fuel control is easier less chance of flooding with a centermounted
carb. If you want corroboration, just have a look at the winners of the SCORE races and then
check out the induction systems installed on the winning carsâ€¦. Intake manifolds come as part
of a dual carburetor kits in almost all cases. When you order your kit, I strongly recommend you
opt for aluminum as opposed to steel intake manifolds. Effectively, this means that all dual
carburetor kits with aluminum intake manifolds do not need intake manifold heat like the
centermount kits! I have routinely run my car at well below zero degrees F, with no problems at
startup or during operation with dual carbs. Because of this, if you live in a region that hits
colder temps, dual carbs are the way to go! Racecars are the exception! In general, short intake
manifolds produce more power at high RPMs, and long intake manifolds produce more power at
low RPMs. Long intakes require a shorter air cleaner which is a limitation for air filter area. Short
intake manifolds make it difficult to get your plug wires on and off, but they do allow more room
for larger air cleaners. So choose your poison. When choosing your carburetor kit, you also
have the type of linkage to consider. Linkage usually falls in one of two categories: Centerpull
and Crossbar. All aircooled engines get wider as they get hotter, and some centerpull linkage

does not compensate for this. In these cases your idle speed can depend on how hot your
engine is with poorly designed linkage, the linkage gets tight as the engine warms up! I favor
the crossbar linkage style for all applications, if you have a choice. And when purchasing your
carb kit, ask whether the linkage is made of aluminum or steel. In my experience, the aluminum
linkage can seize or strip, since the down rod threads are so small and aluminum is soft. Steel
is King when it comes to linkage! Kadrons: These are Brazilian built Solex carbs. The linkage
ball-joints have been known to break or pop off, and if you pay attention to cars you see with
Kadrons, you will note that bread ties, zip-ties, and rubber-bands are frequently resorted to as a
quick fix for keeping the linkage together. Only buy Kadrons if you are also willing to keep your
glovebox stocked with these Kadron essentials. On the positive side, Kadrons are the largest of
the dual 1BBL carb kits, and produce the most power. Dual 35 mm Solex: These kits are only
available for upright engines, and only available for Dual Port heads. The first thing that strikes
you about this kit is that they are inexpensive! These carbs are outstanding for mild engines,
from semi-stockers to mild street engines. You are limited to around HP with these carbs. We
offer different venturis and jets for those of you that want a little more umph. The linkage is very
nicely done, we modify it here to make it work the way it should, and minimize your headaches.
The Dellorto FRDs are no longer available, and parts availability is sketchy. Again, make sure
you get crossbar linkage all of our kits have this. And there is almost no power increase
compared to a stock single carburetor because these carburetors are so small! These are not
widely used because chokes are not necessary on VW dual carburetor set-ups, and the
inclusion of the electric choke makes this kit expensive. Only a masochist should consider
trying to adapt the bus carbs to some intakes you have lying around. Gene Berg utilized these
carburetors and made them very popular with VW hot-rodders. They are quite small, so fitting
them into the VW engine compartment is pretty easy, unlike many other larger carb sets. You
should not use them for an off road car, even in a centermount application, as they will flood
easily their fuel level control is not very effective. Street and race use only. Weber IDAs were
designed for race applications, but contrary to popular opinion, these can work very well on the
street but have some inherent limitations. They do not have much of a progression circuit they
only have two progression holes where the IDF has four , so in unmodified form, they are either
off idle or on full throttle! A carb expert can put a third progression hole in which will make them
more streetable we offer this as an option if you buy them from us , and this modification will
increase driveability and MPG. You will hear some guys reporting and complaining about MPG,
but I can guarantee you that their carburetors are jetted improperly. These are also the carb of
choice for off road vehicles due to an excellent progression circuit and superior fuel control!
These will not flood like the DCNF. It comes in 36, 40, 45, and 48 mm sizes. A 36 mm Dellorto is
equivalent toa 40 mm Weber; a 45mm Dellorto is equivalent to a 48mm Weber; etc. There is one
golden rule for carburetion systems of ALL types â€” you must always run air filters! Lack of
filtration is a common source of piston ring wear, since the dirt is abrasive and will abrade your
rings and cylinder walls. This wear also affects the jets in your carb! In addition to wear, dirt
WILL clog the jets on your carburetors! Save yourself some grief and run filters, and just avoid
these complications altogether. Venturi size refers to the narrowest channel in the carburetor
throat. For optimal operation balance between power and drivability venturi size should be
about mm smaller than intake valve on stock or mild engines, and close to the SAME size as the
intake valve on high output engines. You should also note that heavy vehicles must be more
conservative with venturi sizing than lighter cars. Ask what venturi sizes are in the kit you are
considering for your car. For street use, I prefer either the stock carb, or a dual 2BBL carb
system all brands of carbs are okay, but remember to opt for steel crossbar linkage. So â€”
there you have it. All the ins and outs of carburetor and carb system options. Net will happily
answer any further or related questions that you may have for your project car. Net â€” This
article is copyright protected. You may link to this article using the following HTML code:.
Contact us at permission aircooled. COVID related supply chain closures are causing more
backorder delays than usual, and we are minimally staffed to comply with social distancing.
Thank you for your patience while we work diligently to serve your aircooled VW parts needs
during this unprecedented situation. Carburetor System Options When faced with deciding on
the type of carburetor set-up you should run, most people could use some clear-cut details and
general clarification. Centermounts and Manifold Heat ALL centermount applications require
intake manifold heat to perform properly in cool weather. Centermounts in TYPE 3 and 4 VWs
Because of the need for manifold heat, I do not recommend centermounts for the type 3 or 4
engine, since the kits available for these engines do not have provisions for manifold heat. If
you want corroboration, just have a look at the winners of the SCORE races and then check out
the induction systems installed on the winning carsâ€¦ Dual Carburetor Systems Aluminum
Intake Manifolds Intake manifolds come as part of a dual carburetor kits in almost all cases.

Linkage Type When choosing your carburetor kit, you also have the type of linkage to consider.
Carburetion and Air Filters There is one golden rule for carburetion systems of ALL types â€”
you must always run air filters! Venturi Size Venturi size refers to the narrowest channel in the
carburetor throat. Here are Aircooled. Linking to this article as explained above is the easiest,
and preferred method to share our VW Tech Articles on the web. Engine Bore mm. Engine
Stroke mm. Deck Height inches - 0. Head Chamber Volume CC. Compression Ratio Enter "8.
Click Button to Calculate. Log in or Sign up. KombiClub Australia Forums. This site uses
cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More.
Messages: 2, Location: Penna, Hobart. I have in my possession a guide from an American chap
on how to set the carbs up. Read the whole thing before rushing out to adjust everything. It is
based on the American setup, so there is a lot of emission gear mentioned that we never had,
but I have used this guide to set up 3 engines and they all run very well. I have had no contact
with the author and will remove it if requested. It is reproduced from an American VW forum
some time ago and I personally wholeheartedly thank him for the effort he has gone to. There is
a lot of info in this that is based on opinion and I take no responsibility for mistakes or problems
arising from its use. I would suggest reading the Bentley and other manuals and having a
general overview of engines and the way they work before following this blindly. I have just
dumped this straight from the article so if it is out of order or pics missing let me know. I just
found it again on my work computer and thought it needed to be out there. Lots of people could
learn from this I think. I am sure there will be other that say it is rubbish, but it has to be better
than the fiddling blindly that goes on with some people. Never know, might even get to be a
sticky. Stay Tuned and with this you may be able to Adrian. Last edited: Aug 2, Mordred , Aug 2,
They frequently suffer acerbic reviews by those who don't quite understand them, and they are
often removed and replaced by "progressive" centre mount carburetors that lack the
engineering of the originals that provide dependable service and excellent drivability once you
set them up correctly. Here is what is going on with that weird left carburetor, and this will make
it all crystal clear to you. Since the beginning, VW controlled idle speed by a screw that
positioned the throttle plate opening. Not much air is required to idle a VW, and they had to
dump a lot of gas into the mixture to make sure a combustible mix made it all the way to the
cylinders. It worked well, but it was pretty smoggy. These were the Pict 2 days where the idle
speed screw was staring right at you at the top of the throttle lever. In , VW discovered that they
could make an engine idle with a lean fuel mixture to meet emissions standards, yet still have
decent driveability if you increased the air speed. Instead of a lazy trickle of air around a huge
throttle plate, they crammed the air through a high velocity passage and mixed the fuel into that
airflow. The throttle bypass carburetor was born. In a small tube, air could whiz right by the fuel
metering orifice and make a decent lean mixture that ran the engine. Thus began the Pict 3 days
with that brass air screw on the side of the carburetor to adjust your idle speed. In , VW
discovered that they could meet even more stringent emissions standards by dumping even
more air into the engine at idle, as long as you then retarded the spark to bring the idle speed
back down. That is why all carbureted engines had both a big bypass circuit in the carb and a
vacuum retard diaphragm on the distributor to make the spark AFTER the piston was already
going down. You do a throttle bypass again. On the buses, this throttle bypass is called the
Central Idling Circuit. See fig 1. The central idling circuit allows us to make a good idle mixture
and still have thrifty carburetors. Though some people tell you that loose throttle bushings, will
cause all kinds of symptoms and misbehavior, the central idling circuit can actually compensate
exceptionally easily for this condition. You might find that your hesitation comes from too rich
of an adjustment of the carbs and the central idling circuit. Then the accelerator pumps actually
drown the engine when you need to blow away that 5. Each adjustment affects the others.
Follow the sequence. If you decide to deviate, the exploding variables may give you terminal
confusion. Adjust Valves Cold - Strive for. As a general rule, rebuilders do not install them due
to expense, but if you have an un-touched garage find '74, see if there is a decal on the engine
2. Adjust Points -. It will always wear towards. Inspect all hoses and connections for cracks,
leaks, or omissions Diagram 2. Look carefully at undersides, particularly on those brake booster
elbows. Your componentry and layout may vary from the diagram, but whatever, your engine
must be air-leak free. Anywhere you see little pink strips is a likely leak spot. If you download
the diagram and magnify it to to times, you will see the pink screws on the EGR valves that can
allow air to leak into the engine. Remove them and blob some silicone in the hole and put them
back in. I removed my EGR and air pump. Your common sense and growing familiarity with all
of these parts will make more sense over time. Test Vacuum Retard. Diagram 1 17 While you are
here, look at where the adjustments are and familiarize yourself with the locations of things
With a warm engine at a correct idle speed of rpm, it should speed up when you pull off the
5mm green vacuum retard hose from the distributor's dual vacuum advance unit. If it does not

speed up: a leaky hose test, put a finger on one end and apply vacuum to the other. You should
not be able to draw air. Do not bother plugging them. Now let engine idle. It might run fast with
your vacuum hoses off, so remove the central idling circuit solenoid wire Diagram 1 13 to get
the idle below 1, rpm. If your engine refuses to idle low enough because everything is bulloxed
on your engine, temporarily block the central idling air intake with your finger, it's the brass
tube under the elbow on the left carburetor blue tube with pink socks in Diagram 2. We do NOT
want the centrifugal advance skewing your results! Do what you have to do to get the engine
speed down below 1, rpm. If timing is above 7. Clean and gap plugs to. So we can properly
calibrate the central idling circuit mixture, we want the central idling tube Diagram 2 blue tube
with pink "socks" to remain on the brass intake tube. Turn it so that it points to the left
somewhere, out of the way. If you only have some funky piece of hose instead of the correct
tube-with-elbows, keep it on and position it away from where we are working. Back out the
screw until it no longer touches the carburetor boss. Turn the screw back in until it just touches
the carburetor. Did you have to push hard to keep the screwdriver in the slot? Start engine and
pull the vacuum retard hose 17 off the left carb. Check for vacuum signal coming from the little
brass nipple. If you have it, good. If you were missing the vacuum signal during the above
timing adjustment, go reset timing to proper value now. If you have no vacuum signal after this
critical throttle stop screw adjustment, you need to remove the carb and check orifice, passages
and carb body-to-throttle body gasket for an obstruction. I had to drill a new vacuum retard
passage once. Synchronize High Speed Air Flow The bus has it easy, your adjustment is on the
left side Diagram 1 8 , a little spring-loaded screw that shifts the position of left and right levers
on the cross shaft. Too expensive to keep. Please get your pair of small needle-nose grips and
lightly clamp the very center of the throttle link where the nut is welded to the link. This will
prevent it from spinning horribly out of adjustment on you while the engine is vibrating. The air
horns are still off, yaah? Get your Uni-Syn approach plan figured out before you start the
engine. I like coming through from the rear deck lid as it is the only way you can comfortably
adjust the right throttle link. Open the Uni-Syn a good amount. Hook the black alligator clip to a
ground I use the coil mounting 10mm bolt. You will clamp it only on the accelerator cable end
where it comes through the cross shaft " U". Now, Only Push Here until you get 2, to 3, rpm.
Hold the vise-grip against the cross shaft "U" and lock the vise-grips on the accelerator cable
end. Make sure the visegrip is hanging down already, or you'll get rpm creep as gravity does it
for you. Wiggle it and let it stabilize your engine speed to between 2, rpm and no more than 3,
rpm. Move the little wheel on the Uni-Syn until the red slug reads on the lower mark if you have
three marks on the sight glass. If it changes the engine speed dramatically when you place the
Uni-Syn on top of the left carb, your float may be a little low, the Uni-Syn may be restricting
airflow, or the engine may be running lean. Try to get a lower reading on the sight glass by
opening the little wheel some more, that'll give your engine a little more breathing. Catch the
reading before the engine speed changes, just whip it on, press down, read. This is your
reference reading! The left carb is the master! Not because it has the weird central idling circuit
carburetor built into it, but because it has. If it changes the engine speed due to mixture issues,
make short sharp readings. Shorten the right throttle link if your Uni-Syn red slug is reading low
actually, "dancing" is the better word over here on the right than it was on the left side.
Lengthen the link if the Uni-Syn red slug is dancing higher on the right than it was on the left.
Turn the right throttle link to match the Uni-Syn reading with that of the left carb. We bus
owners have to suffer but we have a big inside hatch up top, so there with little locknuts and
ball joint ends. Release your needle-nose visegrip on the throttle link, rotate it to synchronize
airflows, hand-tighten the little locknuts that have probably vibrated far away from where they
need to be, then re-clamp the needle-nose visegrip to help hold things together. Give the cross
shaft a little tap-n-pull at the Push Only Here visegrips, to either help drop the rpms or maybe
nudge them up after your right link adjustment skewed our reference rpm. So you have to go
back to the left carb to see what the change of engine speed did to your original reference
Uni-Syn reading. Read the new left airflow. Now go back to the right and adjust the throttle link
to make it the same as the new left reading. Did the engine speed change? Go back to the left.
Rotate the upper and lower ball joints with the throttle link until they are all as far rotated as
they will go in the direction you need to tighten the locknut. If you do not move them all as a
unit before the nuts are locked down, you will change the synchronization. I have little ignition
wrenches that work well on these little nuts. Make sure that you "backwrench" the ball joint as
you tighten the locknuts. Rev engine a little, double-check your work with locknuts secure. I
hope your readings are synchronized. Let the weak side of the engine have a little more air if
there is a hairsbreadth of difference in airflow. Remove vise-grips. Shut off engine. Now your
ears are ringing. Synchronize Idle Air Flow This will be on an idling engine, so you won't go deaf
again. You should have just enough slop in your throttle link ball joints to allow us to fine-tune

idle air flow passing through the carburetors. The throttle links are out of the picture at idle, it's
just the throttle stop screws. Close down the Uni-Syn pretty far. Warm engine only. Read it
quick if the engine speed changes because the Uni-Syn is acting like a choke, then go to the
right carb. Did that help? If not, leave it where you just adjusted it anyway. Count with the
pocket clip. Start engine, pull off retard hose Diagram 1 18 or Diagram 2 H from the vacuum can
end, and kill the central idling circuit by pulling Central Cut-Off I do so recommend that you
rewire as per ReWire Digram. Your engine should run without too much complaint at about rpm.
Your tach-dwell meter is still with us, no? Let the hose that normally goes to the thermostatic
vacuum switch just dangle. It is the hose that has the vacuum, not the one that goes forward to
the Diagram 2 E preheater diaphragm. With a warm engine, should be hissing. Put your finger
over it. That is called Finger On. Take your finger off the end of the hose. That is called Finger
Off. We can adjust your engine as good as any CO tester with this hose. Finger on, stabilize.
Now we shall fine-tune with Central Idling and Retard still off. Follow closely. You are measuring
the side opposite of the pulled wire. If you pull the right cut-off, it is no longer participating.
Therefore, the rpms you measure have to be the left side's contribution. Example at an initial
idle of rpm. If you pull the right cut-off, and the idle drops by rpms to , your measurement is Left
If you then pull the left cut-off and the idle drops only rpm to , that is Right Left side in this
example is the leaner or weaker side. Right appears to be the richer stronger side. Test mixture
at mixture reference hose right after you adjust any screw. It should slightly break up, finger off,
and recover, finger on. Pull cut-offs one at a time and measure rpm drop again. Maybe now
pulling the right cut-off reduces the idle to rpm but pulling the left cut-off drops the idle to rpm.
OK, Left and Right, we're getting there, but now let's say your mixture test shows a big drop in
idle rpm when we perform the Finger Off Mixture Check. Now we pull right cut-off and the idle
drops rpm for a Left We pull left cut-off for Right also. We then do the mixture test again, finger
off, and the idle drops a bit but recovers nicely. It's easy. Put Retard hose back on idle will drop
precipitously , put Central Cut-Off wire back on, and "Only Push Here" the throttles to kick on
the central idling circuit idle restores nicely. You can pull the elbow briefly make sure you hear
it working, then put it back on. Set Central Idling Speed Screw to 1, rpm or so. Now turn it in
slowly until idle begins to drop. When you put your finger on the end of the mixture reference
hose, the idle should go down a bit. Now reset Central Idling Speed Screw for an idle of 1, rpm.
Then once again turn the Central Mixture Screw whichever direction to get a rpm increase in
idle speed with your finger OFF the reference hose. That's right, a little rich on the central idling
circuit while we're a little lean on the dual carburetors' contribution to the idle. Now put the
mixture reference hose back on the pre-heater thermostatic valve. Idle should drop a bit to let's
say, , rpm. So go take a test drive and see how smoothly your bus runs. Just like your warm
adjustments, we need to take off the left and right air horns with the central idling tube
remaining on the brass intake tube Diagram 2 blue tube with pink "socks". Drill into your brain
the following factoid: The Choke Index Adjustment is not to be tampered with to try to cure a
fast idle. Just because your bus is "back on choke" after only five minutes inside the store and
the engine is revving away with your foot off the gas, does not mean that the chokes are
adjusted "too far on". The choke index adjustment is to have the correct interval from cold start
to all the way open. The Fast Idle Link Adjustment determines the engine speed while the
chokes are on. The last little notch on the fast idle cams barely have an effect on the idle speed,
maybe just enough to knock out the vacuum retard, and it is HERE that you are supposed to be
able to come out of the store after five minutes and NOT have a racing engine like People are
not sensitive to the fact that they have no idea, no idea, no idea, what little step the choke has
the fast idle link stepping on! You can't see it! We shall escape the rulebook here, and ask your
specific engine what it would like. Lightly loosen the three ring screws around the choke covers
and try to get some movement now while they are cold. You then tighten the screws only
enough to be able to turn the choke covers with some resistance. Now look at your chokes with
a cold engine. Push Only Here and see which choke springs shut better than the other. Flip the
plate back and forth and make sure it is free while you Push Only Here. Make a note of the
difference between the two. Now turn on the ignition and watch your chokes open, it does not
matter if the cross bar is pushed. Lightly touch the choke covers to make sure they are getting
warm. If one is cold and you have determined that 12 volts is present at the choke spade, you
must replace it this is important, don't cheap out. There are right and left choke covers because
they wind up the bimetals in opposite directions. Within about three to five minutes, one of your
chokes is going to reach open. Shut off ignition and hook up your points wire or Pertronix. Use
your keen analytic mind here. If quicky was on the index mark, and the other wasn't, match to
quicky. If quicky was too far rich see diagram and slowpoke was the one closest to the index
mark, match to slow poke. We don't care really! We just want them both to hit "open" at the
same time. Later, when you are free to futz around and experiment, you can adjust both

simultaneously to maintain this open synchronicity. Apply two or three pumps of the
accelerator then start the engine without touching the accelerator. Hopefully, your engine will
burst into song at a fast idle. Kick it down after a couple of seconds and get to the back to
watch your choke plates open. You're looking for relatively even opening times. The engine
might: not want to go down, stall, get shaky and slower, or get smoother if it was shaky. It all
depends on how synchronized your chokes are Diagram 1 6 , and how synchronized your fast
idle links 7 are. Adjust and Synchronize Fast Idle Links:. The fast idle links are the adjustment
that makes life worth living. They can give you that satisfying two steps on the accelerator and
the engine bursts into life at a reasonable rpm 1,, immediately, then as the engine warms in the
first several seconds, you tap the accelerator, and it drops back down to 1,,, and two minutes
later as the engine warms still further, it will drop to 1,,, then off the chokes with the retard now
able to drop the idle down to the final , NOTE: We are not doing a from-scratch adjustment here.
We are only going a half turn either way on these links. If yours are missing nuts, completely
loose, or grossly out, you will need to remove carburetor, close choke fully, and stick an. You
can still fine-tune airflow with below procedure There are two locknuts per link to trap the link in
the choke operating levers. Diagram 3 Loosen the upper nuts, then re-secure finger tight. Push
left choke plate gently towards closed. It will happen across a resistance. Stop right there. Push
the right choke plate gently towards closed. It will happen across a resistance as well. If they
don't find that resistance in the same spot in their respective locations, you may have the loose
fast idle cam syndrome. You can tickle each individual throttle lever open just enough to
engage the first step of the fast idle cam. Don't use the cross shaft with this step because it will
keep unloading the choke you set first. Just as choke plate meets resistance, open its individual
throttle lever just a bit until resistance disappears. The throttle lever will hold at that slightly
open spot even as the choke plate springs back to open. Then don't touch anything , because
any movement on the throttle cross shaft will release the fast idle cam. Start engine and you
should have a fast idle. Reference the Uni-Syn to mark on left carb, then check right carb. Now
you need to make a judgment call: a if your warm up has always seemed to be too fast while on
choke, you will want to reduce the fast idle on the side that is drawing more air. Then re-secure
upper nut finger tight. Compare airflow. Make sure both carbs are on first steps of fast idle cams
and check airflow one last time. You can do this whole procedure again after you have finished
setting up carbs and run a few days of First Cold Start Of The Day Investigations. You should
have an immediate start of 2, rpm when it is below freezing, an immediate tap on the accelerator
should knock it down to 1, rpm, then another tap in a minute should knock it down to 1, or so. A
regular idle should occur by the five minute point. All idles should be smooth, no engine
rocking. Secure the locknuts, dab with paint when you are satisfied for good, put the air horns
on, with the central idling tube back on the left carb, and put away the Uni-Syn. If your choke is
still going on a fast idle after a short visit inside the store, please please please do me this
favor. Do not adjust the choke index just yet. Time how long it takes for the engine to come
back to a correct idle. If it is a minute or less, just drop down the fast idle link adjustments a
smidgeon on the left carb! That will bring you the vacuum retard a little sooner. If it is more than
a minute, feel free to go through the procedure again and move the choke that finds resistance
too quickly opposite the the arrow drawn on the diagram. Write down where you started and
where you ended up in case you have to un-do your adjustment. This whole deal takes five
minutes when you're familiar with it. That is the way the fast idle cams work. Once the chokes
are freed by your stepping on the gas, they spring shut and the throttles are now taking orders
from the chokes. Chokes will be totally shut when the engine is off. But your vacuum break
diaphrams are designed to open the chokes a set amount once the engine fires so you won't
flood. Make sure those things are replaced at carb overhaul time. You are allowed to floor the
gas pedal while cranking! This clears out flooding. But please release the gas when the engine
catches, and don't "punish" the poor thing by revving it stupidly just because you almost
drowned it. But if you do not press the gas, the engine will sit on those fast idle cams til the
cows come home, and your engine can get revving pretty high if you go back in the house after
starting. You are expected and encouraged to get moving. As soon as the engine is warm and
off the fast idle, then the retard kicks in. Your chokes must remain on long enough for your
engine to warm up enough to transition to the retarded idle. Otherwise, it is stall city. You MUST
NOT ever screw around with choke adjustments and fast idle link adjustments and throttle stop
adjustments and idle speed screws or mixture screws either, or timing adjustments, in the effort
to cure weird fast idles or stalling while warming up! That will guarantee you a visit from the.
Matrix Devil whereupon you are sentenced to a hell of exploding variables. When this engine
comes off the idle, to transfer over to the main carburetor circuits it has to transition from a rich
small high velocity circuit dependent upon a retarded timing map, over to two lean circuits with
advanced timing within a narrow band of rpms. The accelerator pumps serve as a bridge. In

most instances, I have seen the two carburetors set way too rich and the central idling circuit
rarely contributing enough. The accelerator pumps will drown the engine when you hit the gas
in this scenario, and it seems just like a flat spot! So, hapless mechanics everywhere advance
the timing and richen the carbs some more to get rid of the "flat spot" and then have to reduce
the central idling circuit even more to get the idle down, and the whole thing gets wacky and
they hate these carbs. Make sure the retard retards, retards, then get that central idling circuit
hissing big-time, lean out the dual carbs so the accelerator pumps give you the punch you
need, and you have a smooth economical engine that lights right up in the morning. Caveats:
All right, all is not paradise, now that we're here I should tell you that there was one little
problem. The problem was that VW never quite fixed these carburetors' inability to master
ambient temperature swings. They suffer from hot engine idle deterioration '74 automatics had
a hot idle compensator on the rears of the throttle bodies to help keep the engine idling in hot
ambients- that provides additional idle air to the dual carbs when extra hot, and they suffer from
transient cold engine lean outs mitigated by a cold enrichment device bolted up to the central
idling circuit that serves as the central idling circuit's very own "choke" Diagram 1 These
adjunct devices are both simple bimetals that have a little brass plug or cut-off that "un-plugs"
when needed. They only need to be clean to work. The cold enrichment device has a resistance
heater with a wire attached to the box the central idling circuit's very own "choke heater". The
hot idle compensator is purely mechanical. Even when you have your engine dialed-in per this
procedure, it will sometimes get away from you during cold or hot spells. And I do remember to
re-adjust when I come down from the mountains. So shall you. You will get better take-offs. If
you leave your engine alone after this adjustment procedure, it may give a little balky behavior
as per 's emissions hell that we all had to endure, whenever the weather goes astray. This
procedure is aimed specifically for driveability but you will pass your emissions tests with flying
colors if you do your mixture reference hose to "no change finger off" on the central idling
adjustment. Most of these systems are no longer mandated. You want to disable some that pose
a risk to your engine's health, and you want to keep those that work. This diagram will help you
identify any unknown wiring and switches and plumbing that have managed to hang through
the years with your engine. Perhaps it will help answer what that strange sensor is languishing
over the battery yes, that would be the 4th gear only vacuum advance temperature sensor 25 ,
or the switch on the '74 cooling flap shaft that shuts off the EGR when the engine is not fully
warmed up 16 Evaporative Charcoal Canister and hoses Diagram 4 4, 8, 11, 12 and particularly
the tee 11, should be intact and functional. This system serves up some nice fuel fumes when
starting off after a sit. Better that the engine enjoy them, than the cabin full of your friends and
the dogs. Crankcase Ventilation is a good system to have. The crankcase breather hose should
be inspected for kinks and deterioration. If you have lousy rubber it will sag shut. Then
someone will tell you that you need an overhaul because oil is blowing out your dipstick. The
breather box should be cleaned at least once every ten years or so. The ''74 system is passive
but effective. Preheat Intake Air Diagram 2 E , keep! Can be checked by applying vacuum to the
end of the hose at the thermostatic switch on the underside of the right air horn. It should close
off the fresh air under vacuum. The thermostatic switch in the right air horn should "sing"
quietly when warm. Your air filter intake fresh air supply should be hosed in from just above the
battery. It is a big diameter 38mm? Thermostat and flaps, keep. These are engineered to work
with your chokes, enrichment device, fast idle time, and EGR temperature switch, and they
really help the oil from getting contaminated with cold combustion byproducts that encourage
sludge. Make it all happen as the factory designed it. As thermostat supply dries up, we need to
create a robust idiot-proof alternative. The EGR is a potentially dangerous system if it develops
fresh air leaks. Exhaust is inert and "cool" to the engine. It has been asked to recirculate to cool
down combustion, but if there are any leaks in the EGR plumbing or valves, oxygen gets in
there and heats up the combustion due a lean mixture that burns your exhaust valves. I
disabled my EGR in , Plugged the inlet to the balance pipe right at that "Vac Valve" for '74 only
on the Diagram 4, sealed the EGR valves at the vacuum nipples Diagram 4 21 in case the
diaphragms should ever leak, and blocked off the muffler's EGR flange. My last California smog
test NOX emissions were well-within specs without it. If your system is intact all the way to the
muffler, you can test the EGR valves for proper closing by pulling a hose and applying vacuum
to the end of the valve. It should slow the engine down, then recover when you stop applying
vacuum. Make sure your EGR plumbing is air-tight from the muffler take-off all the way to the
balance pipe. The Air-Injection system is an accessibility obstacle course 22 and I deleted it as
well, plugged the heads where the injection pipes 19 thread in, and I blocked off the central
idling anti-backfire valve port at 3, and kept the pump as a momento only. These air-cooled
engines are pushed to their limits with air-injection and, much like a mis-fire that overheats a
catalytic converter, a rich main or a mal-functioning choke because the wire fell off or

something, will heat those exhaust ports as detrimentally as a leak in the EGR will heat the
combustion chambers, in both instances, the heads suffer. The anti-backfire valve 23 has to
work if you're keeping it. The control hose it tees into the "Mixture Reference Hose" opens the
air pump outlet to the central idling circuit every time there is high vacuum, i. If any of these
connections leak, you are introducing air that will burn up your engine under load. Pull the hose
off the air pump-to-check valve 1 also. It won't give you vacuum leaks, but it will give you noise,
soot, unwanted heat, and exhaust fumes waiting to get sucked into the cabin through the heater
blower. This may seem like a fabulous amount of gobbledygook, but like everything else, a little
ponder time will help your brain assimilate. Communicate with some of the IAC dual carb
adjustment survivors here and elsewhere. They can give you real world feedback on life with
these carburetors. I unfortunately lost the finest example of these carbs that I knew when my
car got wrecked in August Those who drove my bus will tell you that these carbs can rival fuel
injection for smoothness and beat FI fuel economy. Expect a solid mpg, slightly less for the '74
carbs. If you have questions or comments, please email me at amskeptic mindspring. I am
happy to pay you a summertime Itinerant Air-Cooled visit anywhere in the country to help you
set up and learn how to maintain your dual carbs. Colin The End. Thanks ttmck. I was sure I had
seen it before and tried heaps of different search options to find it but couldn't. At least it will be
here as a doco in its own right and with a link to the original article rather than only a link to
another site. At any rate it would seem it was time for it to surface again as there have been
quite a few people who might benefit from reading it. Messages: 1, Location: Adelaide, SA. I
read that article ages ago, even I was confused and didn't like the fragmented nature of it The
factory method works and is a much shorter sequence if you want to do the entire calibration.
His caveat should read, " VW never quite cared enough to invest in the carburettors just for the
American market" Adrian, still have a copy? If I get time this weekend, I'll write it back up! Last
edited: Aug 3, No, I dont, and wish I did. Yes I agree it is very fragmented and has lots of
generalisations and opinions scattered through it, but it still does get the job done quite well
and with out the gas analyser that most people dont have access to. If you still can remember
the factory method and have some time it to write it out would be good to have a look at it again.
The Bentley one is crap. Mordred , Aug 3, I actually think this is good for the novice remember
here at kc there are all types of people some have no knowledge at all the pictures in the post
are good and if people only get a small benefit from it the post has done its job what works for
one person may not work for another depends on skill level the whole aim is to get members
heads under the bonnent and have a go rather than just putting petrol in happy tinkering.
Messages: 2, Location: Primate Gully Vic. VanAime , Aug 5, Messages: 13, Location: sunshine
coast. And not just a young novice. Plenty ripped by dishonest sellers Plenty also ripped off by
dodgy operators who claim to be experts but are incompetent or just out n out crooks. People
do need to give serious thought as to if ownership is suited to them. But most of us did learn
through the process of making mistakes so hopefuly the newer gen learn quicker as they have
often been given a handicap of poor 'working through the process' skills and a general lack of
'hands on' from school or any other source. I agree that there are a lot of people who get sucked
in and then get quickly disillusioned and often on sell their problems. The dream of Kombi
ownership should stay that way for some people, but I do believe that with the right frame of
mind and a reasonable amount of common sense and practicality, and some help form forums
such as these, you should be able to maintain a kombi for a reasonable amount of coin. The
problem is knowing what you capabilities are and being able to inspect and judge the amount of
work required on the vehicle of choice. Then compare honestly whether you can commit to what
will turn out to be a long term project. You can have a minimal mechanical knowledge and with
a bit of research you can extend your level exponentially and get your self out of the poo for
most minor problems. After all there is a lot of experience on here. I agree with Col and Aime,
ownership is a steep learning curve, but it is worth it if you can commit to the long haul.
Mordred , Aug 6, VanAime , Aug 7, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account?
No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Skip to main content.
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